GUARDIAN ANGEL™
Illumination without Boundaries

Guardian Angel™ devices are designed with a core belief that
personal lighting technology makes the world a safer place. Our
mission is to save lives by developing innovative, high-tech
wearable safety devices that are rugged enough to protect the
lives of law enforcement and ﬁrst responders in the field, yet
practical and versatile enough to be a must-have tool on
any construction site or outdoor adventure.

Survival Equipment Services Ltd.
Personal Safety Lighting Devices

First Responder and
Law Enforcement Series
Guardian Angel

First Responder and Law Enforcement

Elite - MSRP: $99.99

Series

Personal Safety Device

Our newest model, these devices are about half the size and weight of the First Gen LE devices and has three
brightness settings (low, medium, high). a universal micro USB charger, polycarbonate snap close
charging port, and a smaller battery. The Elite Series law enforcement (LE) version has the same light
configuration as the LE First Gen Series (red work light, enhanced white work light, each side flashes
either red and blue or blue only). This device is the premier personal safety light and is trusted by
first responders around the world.

Features
Waterproof Casing

Increased visibility
Industry-certified up to 2+ miles visibility
utilizing LED lights with 360° light coverage.

Rubber gaskets line interior of the device
allowing for complete submersion without
causing any damage.

One-Touch Emergency Light Activation

Long Battery Life
Includes a sealed rechargeable lithium ion
battery providing up to 150 hours of
continuous use.

The Guardian Angel™ ‘Elite Series’ was designed
to save lives, even in the most extreme
conditions. One touch activation of the device
allows for quick response and high visibility.

Numerous Mounting Options
Applications for individuals, vehicles,
bikes, epaulettes, canines, turnout gear,
medical bags, dashboards,
belts, metal surfaces, and more.

Working collaboratively with law enforcement and ﬁrst
responders our design team went to work on developing
custom versions of our device that our brothers in law
enforcement can use daily in the line of duty. In these
LE Series models we kept the same casing, flush mounted
controls, weight, size and two brightness settings as our
original 100 and 200 Series. But, based on the needs of
this workforce, we re-configured our work light in front
to beam red for low light tactical situations as well as
added 4 white LEDs which sit on either side of the red
light for a more enhanced, hands free work light. In addition,
the LE devices flash either red and blue or all blue on
both sides.

GA-ELT-BB
Blue Elite Series Model

GA-ELT-RB
Red/Blue Elite Series Model
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Elite SERIES

Guardian Angel Elite Series

MSRP: $99.99

Personal Safety Device

Increased visibility
Industry-certified up to 2+ miles utilizing LED lights, 360 light coverage,
isolated front and/or rear illumination, red LED work light, two color
options, and easy button control.

Portable & Versatile
Light weight (approx. 3 oz) and small, built in Neodymium rare earth
magnet to attach to securely attach to any metal surface. Comes standard
with patented magnet mounting system to securely attach to any clothing
or headgear.

Numerous Mounting Options
Applications for individuals, vehicles, bikes,
epaulettes, canines, turnout gear, medical bags,
dashboards, belts, hard hats, head gear, traffic
signs, metal equipment, and more.

Constant On or Flashing Patterns
LEDs on front or back side either stay on or flash.

Light output for any situation
The Elite Series has three brightness settings – low, medium,
and high. Easily toggle through the settings depending on what the
situation calls for.

Long Battery Life
State of the art custom built lithium ion rechargeable battery offers
between 4 and 150 hour run time depending on light mode and brightness
setting selected. With a recharge time of less than three hours, the total
recharge time is less than the shortest run time.

Built Tough
IP68 Rated, durable, water and dust resistant, and able to withstand
extreme work/weather conditions.

Customizable – Can change the light color configuration, the color of
the casing (standard is black), or even add your company’s logo.
Minimum order sizes required.

The Elite Series is our newest and most advanced model, and features a
complete redesign of our original safety lighting device. With this evolved
safety device our designers pushed the limits and developed literally the
most advanced personal safety light on the planet. The Elite Series is
smaller, lighter, stronger, and brighter than previous models while
boasting some of the most advanced LED lighting technology on the
market. These devices feature a custom designed smaller lithium ion
rechargeable battery, built in rare earth magnet, multiple mounting
accessories, high powered LEDs offering over 2+ miles of visibility,
independent front, rear, and top light controls, an ultra-bright white LED
on top, emergency mode, three brightness settings, a 360° light pattern,
a polycarbonate and waterproof exterior, and a universal micro USB
charging cord. The Elite Series is small enough for the everyday adventurer

to use, but tough enough for ﬁrst responder and construction use
as well.

GA-ELT-WR
White-Red Elite Model

GA-ELT-WY
White-Yellow Elite Model
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Accessories

Accessories

Canine Harness - Small

MSRP: $18.99

GA-100-CHS

Canine Harness - Medium
Strap/Shirt/Epaulette Clip Mount
GA-100-SC

MSRP: $5.99

GA-100-CHM

MSRP: $18.99

For Elite Series:GA-ELT-SC
Canine Harness - Large

Replacement Magnet Mount Base
GA-100-MMB

MSRP: $5.99

MSRP: $18.99

GA-100-CHL

Belt Clip Mount
GA-100-BC

Not for Elite Series

MSRP: $3.99
Canine Harness Patches
GA-100-CHP

Window Bracket Mount
GA-100-WM

MSRP: $2.49

MSRP: $18.99

Car Charger
GA-100-CC For Elite Series: GA-ELT-CC

MSRP: $6.99

Removable Bike/Rail Mount
GA-100-RBM

MSRP: $18.99

EU AC Adapter
GA-100-EUACA

MSRP: $9.99

Removable Bike/Rail Mount
MSRP: $18.99
GA-100-RBM
Arm Strap
MSRP: $18.99
GA-100-AS

Hard Hat Mount
MSRP: $5.99
GA-100-HHM

For Elite Series: GA-ELT-HHM
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